The fine-and hyperfine structure (hfs) analysis, on the basis of available experimental data, for the configuration 2 2 2 6s 6p6d+6s 6p7s + 6s 6p8s in Pbi has been performed. The Slater integrals, Spin-orbit parameters and the effective hfs oneelectron parameters have been determined. We find an offdiagonal core-polarization effect in the 6p6d+6p7s -space.
Using the calculated radial parameters, the values of the quadrupole moment for stable and radioactive Pb-nuclei have 3 been determined from measured B-factors of the 6p7s P 1 state.
In addition, a repulsion effect on the hfs sublevels with the same quantum number F has been investigated. in terms of nuclear quantities requires a separation of nuclear and atomic structure effects. Usually, using some additional nuclear information, available for stable isotopes from other methods, the hfs and isotopic line shifts are calibrated in terms of nuclear moments and radii, since all ab :initio calculations of the atomic structure ingredients are not able to provide sufficiently accurate results. Nevertheless a careful consideration of the atomic structure involved is necessary for controlling systematic uncertainties of the quoted values of the nuclear quantities.
In this paper and in context of the Pb studies above mentioned, we analyse the involved atomic configurations in a semi-empirical way, that means by introducing the empirical knowledge available about fine and hyperfine structure. In particular, the studies aim at (i) a semi-empirical determination of possible contributions from atomic structure to the odd-even staggering observed for the Pb I resonance line (and, usually, totally ascribed to the variation of the charge radii) .
(ii) the extraction of quadrupole moment values from the measured B-factors on the basis of the atomic structure knowledge.
In order to attack these questions, we consider simultaneously fine-and hyperfine structure. By the laser spectroscopic measurements of the Pb! resonance line, the hfs of the 3 P 1 level (originating, dominantly from 2 the 6s 6p7s configuration) is precisely measured, not only for the stable odd nuclide. It has been observed [7] that in lead the odd configurations interact with each other rather strongly due to the Coulomb interaction, so that mixing of the configurations 6s 2 6p7s + 6s 2 6p6d + 6s 2 6p8s has to be expected. The hyperfine structure of some levels in these configurations has been recently measured by atomic beam laser spectroscopy [9] extending earlier measurements of Murakawa [10] and Blaise [11] .
For 207 Pb the hfs splittings of eight levels ascribed to the 6p7s+6p6d+6p8s configurations are experimentally known and at disposal for a determination of the hfs one-electron radial parameters in the lead atom. The sums are carried out over al1 e1ectrons of non c1osed shells.
Less important terms concerning the orbit-orbit, spin-spin and spin-other-orbit magnetic interactions have been omitted in (3.1).
The electrostatic part of (3.1) is easily evaluated in the SL representation where the matrix e1ements are given by <nsl,n's1
where c(t) are tensor Operators re1ated to the usua1 spherical harmonics, the R(t) are the Slater radial integra1s. For a twoelectron configuration, nl = n' '1'' and n
Slater integra1s R(t) are usua11y denoted
and R(t) (n1n 1 1 1 ; n'l 1 n1) -G(t) (n1;n'l
)
The magnetic part for the two-e1ectron configuratio~ of (3.1)
can be eva1uated with use of the formu1ae
is the spin-orbit parameter [12] defined as
Second-order effects on the term structure of the configuration nln'l' can be taken account by including the effective Hamiltonian Table 1 . The computer program+ used for the calculations uses coefficient matrices obtained before by means of Hamiltonians (1) and (2), and varies the values of fine structure parameters up to best agreement between the observed energy levels and the computed eigenvalues of the energy matrices by minimizing the x 2 1F.
As indicated above there are some problems to define an experimentally well confirmed set of energy levels. From the 6p6d configuration in Pb I 12 levels are arising, but only six are known with sufficient accuracy [6] . Two levels (at 60205 + We thank Dr. S. Büttgenbach for supplying the computer program.
and 61213 cm-1 with J = 1) are placed by Garton and Wilson [4] above the first ionization limit (59819 cm-1 ). They show autoionized features [14] and their energy position might be inaccurate [15] . Following early suggestions [8, 4] and in cantrast to Brown et al. [5] we assumed the 6p6d 3 P level P 1 + 6s 6p8s P 2 and the 6s 6p P 2 + 6s 6p8s P 2 transition, respectively, supporting our assumptions. The autoionized 6p8s 3 P 1 level showed some difficulties when fitting the fine structure, most likely due to a pertubation originating from the unidentified 6s6p 3 configuration [16] . In the final f .
For the radial integrals connecting the configuration 6p8s with 6p6d, or 6p7s, we assumed on the basis of eq.3.2 as follows:
and by analogy
We have observed that the g-factor of the 6p6d F 2 level is very sensitive to the value of the Slater integral F( 2 ) (6p6d).
We varied this value stepwise up to sufficient agreement between experimental and calculated g-factors. Likewise, preserving this agreement and using relations (3.4 -3.6) we fitted the off-diagonal Slater integrals R( 1 ) and R( 2 ).
4.
Hyperfine structure analysis and evaluations of oneelectron parameters
For configurations of the type nln'l', we have to study the effective Hamiltonian for the magnetic-dipole interaction [18] and for electric-quadrupole interaction [18] T (2) n Hhfs(E 2 )= eQ
The quantities a~~ and b~~ are one-electron parameters and will be treated as free parameters.
Some of the parameters are common to several configurations, so that comparisons are of interest. In general, however, we should not expect, that equivalent parameters take exactly the same values, since a particular electron will experience slightly different fields due to configuration interaction and changes in shielding (see slightly different values for the spin-orbit parameter s in the configurations 6p6d,6p7s and 6p8s, Table 1 ). Likewi;e, the parameters a~~ appearing in the three configurations can be slightly varying.
In our case, where we consider the configuration 6p6d + 6p7s+6p8s the Hamiltonians (4.1) and (4.2) have as well nonvanishing matrix elements between configurations 6p6d and 6p7s, or 6p8s and 6p7s and 6p8s. 
and. a 10 (pd,n' 1 ' sp) are new second-order hfs parameters which are defined as follows:
Similar effects appear between the configurations 6p6d and 6p8s but the mixirtg between these configurations is much
.
smaller and the Slater integrals R and R decrease Wlth increasing n' ' ' . Therefore, we have neglected these contributions.
These are further diagonal and off-diagonal (electrostatically correlated) second-order hyperfine effects which are omitted in this work.
As indicated by Table 4 we need a total of 17 parameters for the pararnetrization of the hfs within the 6p6d + 6p6s + 6p8s rnodel space. Unfortunately only 8 hfs A-constants are available.
Therefore additional assurnptions are necessary.
Following assurnptions have been adopted in order to reduce the nurober of free parameters: 12 10 in all three configurations we take a 6 p I a 6 p = 2 suggested by relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations (RHF) [20] (the value of this ratio has been confirmed for the Bi Table 4 .
In order to check the introduced assumptions, we studied their influence replacing assumption (b) e.g. by 
Test of the results by expectation from systematics
Our hfs analysis has been performed with many assumptions hampered by lack of experimental data. However, we can additionally introduce arguments from the systematics within 6p-elements.
A test is provided by a ratio of the spin-orbit parameter ~nl by .2) with ~ the fine structure constant, R the Rydberg constant,
00
Zi the effective atomic number, ß~{ and ß~~ second-order contributions originating from excitations of full shells to empty 01 shells, which are identical in this case [25] ; Fnl and Hr a~e relativistic correction factors. Now, we can define a factor y (Z. A) as follows frorn Eqs. Table 6 we put together For the magnetic-dipole interaction the matrix elements are: smaller than 1 MHz, which is smaller than experimental error. Therefore, i t can be assumed tlhlat the A-constant for the two above mentioned levels as given by Hüffer [9] must not be corrected for this effect. where Kk = 02,11 for the p-electron.
From relativistic calculations (RHF) by Lindgren and
Rosen [20] , we have ( 7. 3) and ( 7. 4) Using eq. 7.4 and the value <r-3 >~~ for the 6p7s configuration from Table 6 , we obtain: Using the results of the analysis we presented a semiempirical relation between B-factors of the 6p7s 3 P 1 state in Pb I and nuclear quadrupole moments. From independent tests of our calculations we conclude that the theoretical uncertainty of this relation is within 6 %.
We thank Prof~ Dr. G. Schatz for his interest in this work. Table 4 Experimental Table 6 Valus-of the one-electron radial parameters for the 6p-elements.
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